JOB-CREATING MEASURE
Round table for students of "Economics"
and
"Management"
specialties
with
entrepreneurial direction organizations employers
On February 16, 2017, a round table was
organized. A meeting took place between university
graduates, faculty members and representatives of
organizations: “Administration of Coordination of
Employment and Social Programs” Main Branch,
Karaganda
Business
Association
“ISKER”,
“Entrepreneurship Development Fund “Damu” JSC.
At the round table meeting the questions were
addressed on the awareness level raising of students
in the prospects for employment, inviting students to
professional practice and business trainings.

Meeting
with
representatives
“Employment center of the population
Karaganda akimat” MPI

of
of

On February 17, 2017, the university graduates
met with the “Employment center of the population
of Karaganda akimat” MPI, organized by the
Department of Strategic Development.
Informational and explanatory meeting, the
purpose of which is informing graduates about the
implementation of the program "Youth Practice" and
state support for further employment. Graduates
listened to the lecture course and asked all their
questions.

The meeting with representatives of KF JSC
"Alfa-Bank"
March 2, 2017 by the Department of Strategic
Development was organized a meeting with
representatives of KF JSC "Alfa-Bank" and students
of 3 courses of KEUK. Representatives of KF JSC
"Alfa-Bank" informed our students about available
vacancies; about the possibilities of combining
university studies and employment of students in a
bank that will allow the end of studies already have
work experience and acquire practical skills.
The meeting caused great interest among the
audience, held an active dialogue, asked many
questions. Representatives of KF JSC "Alfa-Bank"
expressed wishes for further cooperation with our
university.
The main result of the meeting: "Alfa-Bank"
has filled vacancies by our students and gained great
staff.

Round table with employers for students of
“International policy studies”, “Global economy”
and “Governmental and local management”
specialties with employers of state institutions and
organizations of entrepreneurial direction
On April 25, 2017, a round table was
organized. A meeting took place between university
graduates, faculty members and representatives of
organizations: “Entrepreneurship Development Fund
“Damu” JSC, “Employment Center of Population of
Karaganda”, “Kokhmady Kelisim” of Karaganda
region Akim Administration, “Kazybek bi district of
Karaganda Akim Administration”,”Isoplus Central
Asia” LLP.
The invitation of graduates to work in rural
regions of Karaganda region, an invitation to practice,
an internship in “Isoplus Central Asia” LLP, and
prospects for graduates in the “Youth Practice”
program was announced.

Meeting of Karaganda city graduates with
representatives of “Samruk-Kazyna” JSC of the
“Zhas Orken” Program
June 9, 2017 the Department of Strategic
Development has organized a meeting with
representatives of “Samruk-Kazyna” JSC of the “Jas
Orken” Program and Karaganda city graduates of all
universities.
Representatives of the “Zhas Orken” internship
program project team informed graduates about the
initiative to search, select and train talented
graduates of 2017 year higher educational
institutions; about the maximum involvement
graduates from all regions of Kazakhstan to form a
team of 20 the most talented students; the possibility
of training activities at the “Samruk-Kazyna”
Corporate University and with the support of
business partners “Samruk-Kazyna” Fund - Deloitte
and The Boston Consulting Group acquire practical
skills.
The meeting aroused great interest among the
audience, a lively dialogue was held, and many
questions were asked. Representatives of the “Zhas
Orken” Program expressed their wishes for further
cooperation with our university.
The main outcome of the meeting: “SamrukKazyna” JSC of the Jas Orken” Program acquired
excellent candidates in the person of our graduates
within the framework of the “Jas Orken” Program.

"My ideal job interview" work shop
Each year in aid of graduates before meeting
with potential employers in the annual autumn fair
"Career Day", master classes took place for students
to present interesting information: how to write a
resume, popular behavior mistakes in the interview,
how to present yourself to a future employer and
many other useful trainings.
November 20, 2017 by the Department of
Strategic Development with teacher Markataeva
G.M. from «Finance, taxation and insurance» chair
was organized "My ideal job interview" work shop
for graduate students has taken place at Karaganda
Economic University Kazpotrebsous. The event was

attended by graduates of all faculties of our
university.
"My ideal job interview" work shop was
conducted the training how to present yourself to
the employer. Also was conducted 2 very
interesting HR-tests:
- Max Luscher’s psychological test;
- 12 logical tasks on stress resistance.
Analogical tests the employer can offer to an
applicant during the interview in the selection of the
staff.
The HR-tests mastered by all graduates, it is
proof of how students of the Karaganda Economic
University Kazpotrebsoyuz prepared, know how to
think logically and find the right solutions.

“Graduate-2018” Career Day
On November 24 at 10.00 o’clock the
“Career Day “Graduate-2018” for graduate students
took place in the Karaganda Economic University
of Kazpotrebsoyuz. Leaders and leading specialists
of state institutions, banking, insurance companies,
travel companies, etc. took part in the event (95
potential employers). Annually no less than 80% of
KEU graduates work for the most popular
specialties.
Within the framework of the “Career day” a
joint action was also held with the regional branch
of the party “Nur Otan” “Justice advises”, during
which all interested persons, were given the
opportunity to get professional advice on legal
issues. Representatives of the Justice Department of
the Karaganda region, Notary's Office, Association
of Lawyers, RACS took part in the action.

Meeting with “EFES Kazakhstan”
November 16, 2017 in Karaganda
Economic University Kazpotrebsoyuz held a
meeting with potential employers for students
of the Faculties of Business and Law,
Economics and Management and Accounting
and Finance Department, organized by the
Department of Strategic Development.
Representatives of a large manufacturing
company JSC “EFES Kazakhstan” in Almaty
arrived to inform students about the possibility
of practice and dual training, as well as on the
possibility of further employment.
The meeting provided an opportunity for
students to learn in detail about the activities
and requirements of companies, get acquainted
with the programs of practical training and with
the program of dual training in production.
Also, students had the opportunity to get
acquainted with projects that allow them to
properly interview, and to have the necessary
skills for successful employment.
Representatives of “EFES Kazakhstan”
talented specialists Musina R. and Sergazina
M. informed about the possibility of further
employment for interns who showed
themselves during the practice from a positive
angle, and also presented a dual training
program.
Representatives also presented in their
presentation information that promotes
employment and development of professional
skills among students.
Students listened with interest to the
invited employers, had the opportunity to
receive answers to all interested questions and
received small presents from the company.

Meeting of graduates with representatives of
the “Unified Accumulative Pension Fund”
On December 13, 2017, the University held a
meeting with representatives of the “Unified
Accumulative Pension Fund” for the graduate students
of the Faculties of Business and Law, Economics and
Management and the Accounting and Finance
Department, organized by the Department for Strategic
Development.
Representatives of a large organization came to
an information and explanatory meeting, the purpose of
which is to inform graduates on improving financial
literacy.
The meeting provided an opportunity for
graduates to learn in detail about the activities of the
organization, get acquainted with the types of pension
contributions and how to become a contributor to the
“UAPF”.
Representatives of the “Unified Accumulative
Pension Fund” specialists Tusupbekova Akmaral
Aprelovna and Kazaliev Daniyar Zhumashevich also
informed about the entire pension system of the
Republic of Kazakhstan and the scheme of deductions
and transfers of pension contributions to the “UAPF”.
The students listened with interest to the invited
representatives and had the opportunity to receive
answers to all questions of interest.

Round table on the topic "Youth Entrepreneurship
- the Basis for Stable Development of the Regional
Economy"
On March 28, 2018, a round table was organized.
A meeting took place between university graduates,
faculty members and representatives of organizations:
the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs “Atameken” of
Karaganda region, “Titan logistic” LLP, “Razrez
Kuznetsky” LLP, “Z & Co” LLP.
At the round table meeting issues were discussed
about the problems and prospects for cooperation
between university and employers, development of
youth entrepreneurship and invitation of students to
professional practice.

Round table with employers for students
of “International policy studies”, “Global
economy” and “Governmental and local
management” specialties with employers of
state institutions and organizations of
entrepreneurial direction
On May 11, 2018, a round table was
organized. A meeting took place between
university graduates, faculty and employers on the
topic “Actual problems of professional training for
students of specialties “Governmental and local
management”,
“Global
economy”
and
“International policy studies”.
The round table was attended by
“Department of construction issues coordination,
architecture and land matters of Akim
administration
of
Karaganda”,
Business
development department of “Zhilstroysberbank
Kazakhstan” JSC, “Kazybek bi district of
Karaganda Akim administration” Main Branch,
“Management of land relations of Karaganda
region” Main Branch, etc. The main objectives of
the round table: Providing direct contact of
students with employers, in order to obtain an
objective assessment of the state and trends of
labor market development at the present stage.
Outcome of the meeting was discussion and
approval of recommendations and proposals of the
round table.

Meeting of graduates with “Regional
development” SA representatives
On June 25, 2018, graduates met with
representatives of “Regional Development”
organization to assist in the employment of
graduates. The specialists Natalia Krasnikova and
Nazgul Tusupbekova informed the graduates about
the proper preparation of a resume, conducted
psychological tests that could be at the interview
and provided all interest material in the form of a
textbook of methods for job seekers of higher
educational institutions.

Meeting of graduates with
Copper PLC” LLP representatives

“Eurasia

On September 27, 2018, “Eurasia Copper
PLC” LLP presented the Trainee program for
graduates. Representative of “Eurasia Copper
PLC” LLP, Sagimbayev Meyram, informed
graduates about the duration of the internship and
the criteria for successfully completing the
internship program in the organization. Also,
graduates underwent a small survey from the
company to further pass the stages of employment
under the “Trainee” program.

Meeting of graduates with “State Revenue
Department in Karaganda region” SD
On October 3, 2018, Department of Strategic
Development organized a meeting with
Akhmetova
Gulzhanat
Kynayevna,
Chief
Specialist of Human Resources Department of the
State Revenue Department in Karaganda region
and
Zhanna
Dosmukhambetova,
Leading
Specialist of this department for attracting students
to the state structure.
Employees of the State Revenue Department
demonstrated the main activities of the Department
and explained the procedure for entering to the
state service.

Meeting of graduates with “Youth
politics questions Department” SD and
“Employment Centre of Karaganda” MPI
representatives
On October 10, 2018, Department of
Strategic Development organized a meeting of
graduates with representatives of “Employment
Centre of Karaganda” MPI A. Zhakipbekova and
“Youth politics questions Department” SD M.
Yesengarayev, B. Mambetov and E. Narinov. A
presentation about organization and passing of
“Youth practice” and state support of continued
employability was held.
Specialists of organizations showed an
informational presentation, graduates listened
with interest to information and asked all
interested questions.

Employment training workshop with
curator of “Atameken” subprogram of the
regional office “Rukhani Zhangyru”
For KEU graduates, on 17 and 18 October
2018, the Department of Strategic Development
organized a training workshop on employment
skills with N. Krasnikova, Candidate of
Psychological Sciences, curator of “Atameken”
subprogram of the regional office “Rukhani
Zhangyru”.
The training program included: a job
search algorithm, skills for conducting successful
negotiations with an employer, creating an
effective resume and opportunities for
professional self-determination.
The meeting caused a great interest among
the audience, held an active dialogue, asked a lot
of questions. As a result of the training,
graduates received a workbook “Employment
Allowance for a Young Specialist” as a gift.

The project “Leader living next to you” in
the framework of the “Rukhani Zhangyru”
Program
On November 8, 2018, Department of
Strategic Development organized a meeting with
graduates and curator of the “Rukhani Zhangyru”
regional office, candidate of psychology sciences,
N. Krasnikova and also with the invited leader of
this Program.
The project “Leader living next to you” in the
framework of the “Rukhani Zhangyru” Program is
a meeting with a hero, detailed information of his
achievements and successes. This hero was Aliya
Shoshakova, who has an experience as a project
manager, project head manager, head of nongovernmental organizations and an entrepreneur.
The meeting caused a great interest among
the audience, an active dialogue was held, and a
lot of questions were asked. Among the students
were distributed leaflets, booklets and memory
cards.

Meeting of graduates with “1C
Franchising Vaniyev” LLP representatives
On November 9, 2018, the Department of
Strategic Development organized a meeting for
university graduates with the organization “1C
Franchising Vaniyev” LLP.
The organization held an event within the
framework of employment “1C: Career Day”, the
purpose of which is to popularize “1C” industry
among the young people and help young
professionals in finding a work.
Among the students distributed handouts in
the form of questionnaires and booklets for the
passage of the program “1C” in the organization.

“Graduate-2019” Career Day
On November 23, 2018, “Career Day
“Graduate-2019” annual event for graduate
students took place in the university. Leaders and
leading specialists of state institutions, banking,
insurance companies, travel companies, etc. took
part in the event (74 organizations). Annually no
less than 80% of KEU graduates work at the most
popular specialties.
In the framework of “Career Day” an
interview of students and business representatives
about employment was held.
As well as invited employers were informed
about opening the Resource Center for
COMPLETE and CACTLE Projects of
Karaganda Economic University and the plan of
seminars to the further period were taken by
employers.

Meeting
with
representatives
of
organizations of BNK Energy LLP (Ekibastuz)
and EFES Kazakhstan JSC (Almaty)
On December 6, 2018, a meeting with
potential employers for university students was
held in Karaganda Economic University
Kazpotrebsoyuz.
Representatives
of
large
industrial
companies arrived in order to inform students
about practical experience and continued
employability.
The meeting provided an opportunity for
students to learn in detail about the activities and
requirements of companies, to familiarize
themselves with internship programs and
internships. Also, students had the opportunity to
get acquainted with projects that allow them to
properly conduct an interview, and possess the
necessary skills for successful employment.

Representatives of organizations of “EFES
Kazakhstan” JSC (Almaty) Sergazina M. and
“BNK Energy” LLP (Ekibastuz) A. Sarsenov, S.
Mustafayev informed about the possibility of
continued employability for trainees and interns
from the positive side. Specialists also presented
information that contributes to employment and
development of professional skills among
students.
Students listened with interest to invited
employers, had the opportunity to get answers
to all questions and received booklets, leaflets
and small gifts from companies.

Meeting
of
graduates
with
“Employment Centre of Karaganda” MPI
representative
On December, 14, 2018 Department of
Strategic Development organized a meeting of
graduates with representative of “Employment
Centre of Karaganda” MPI A. Zhakipbekova on
the employment questions.
Aizhan
Muratovna
showed
an
informational presentation, graduates listened
with interest to information and asked all
interested questions.

“Trainee” program presentation
On February 13, 2019, representative of
“Eurasia Copper PLC” LLP Sagimbayev
Meiram presented the “Trainee” program for
graduates.
He informed graduates about the duration
of the internship and the criteria for successfully
completing the internship program in the
organization and as well as graduates underwent
a small survey.

